Art and Design Knowledge Organiser
Artist: Pablo Picasso
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Significant Artwork: Women in Beret and Checked Dress (1937)
The Weeping Woman (1937)




He was a Spanish cubistic artist, believed to be the founder of Cubism.
He is famous for his cubistic portraits.
His artwork depicts images from multiple angles.

Artist: Claude Monet

Technical Vocabulary

Movement: Cubism

Movement: Impressionism

Cubism

a 20th century style and movement in
art where images are shown from
more than one viewpoint

Impressionism

a style of painting focusing on effects
of light, atmosphere and colours
a mid 19th century artistic movement
where subjects were painted as they
appeared in a natural manner

Realism

Abstract

Significant Artwork: The Water-Lily Pond (1899)




He is one of the most celebrated Impressionists of all time.
He relished painting outdoors.
He focused on capturing movement and changing light and colour and was less focused
on realism.

Art Deco

an art movement where art does not
show real things, instead uses shapes,
colours and textures
a style of decorative art developed in
the 1920s

landscape

natural scenery

Sculptor: Barbra Hepworth Movement: Figurative and Abstract Sculpture

pattern

a repeated decorative design

Significant Artwork:

media

the material used to create artwork

texture

the feel or appearance of a surface

technique

the way tools and media are used to
create artwork

design
composition

an outline, sketch or plan
how lines, shapes and colours are
positioned





She is one of the most famous British sculptors of all time.
She was one of few female artists – in her time – to become internationally recognised.
She was best-known for her abstract sculptures.

Designer: Clarice Cliff

Movement: Art Deco Ceramic Design

Significant Artwork:




She is regarded one of the most influential ceramic artists of the 20th century.
She mastered many skills in ceramic production and design and became a leading
woman in her field.
She is famous for her Art Deco inspired pottery.

